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� e purpose of this project was to explore 
the potential of developing a new version of 
the NuStep recumbent machine to � t into 
the existing product line shown below. 

Both updated mechanicals and styling were 
developed, but the project was ultimately 
abandon in favor of a less radical refresh of 
the T4.

T5

T4



Painted cardboard housings assembled over 
functional prototype mechanism represents  
furthest development of concept.

� e following sketches and mockups are the 
result of a brainstorming session to create new 
features and uses for the NuStep T5.  



� e following work was done to integrate concept technology into the interior and exterior of the Delphi 2012 CES MyFi show car.  
� e base vehicle is a Volvo XC 60 updated to include several LCD screens, driver monitoring system, and an advanced HMI. 



� is is a concept for an EV charging 
coupler that is designed to � t both US 
and European packaging envelopes.



� is project follows the development of an inductive 
EV charging  power station, as it underwent scope 
and hardware packaging
changes.  

Styling sketches for various Pansonic 
Toughbook tablet docks.

Sizes of the 
internal 
components 
changed during 
development, 
necessitating 
a new styling 
direction.



METALLIC INK - 877c
PURPLE - 267c

DESIGNED IN MICHIGAN                            MADE IN CHINA

GRAPPERZ™ OF SUNVENTRIX LLC  PAT. PENDING
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NEVER GET

TANGLED AGAIN!

Fits all styles!

EARBUD HOLDEREARBUD HOLDEREARBUD HOLDER

         1. 
PROTECT       2. WRAP          3. SECURE 

grapperz.com
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Hard buds

Soft buds

Flat Pack Table
Personal project.Work done to assist the development of  

earbud holders for an entrepreneur.




